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Abstract
We study the scattering properties of N identical one-dimensional localized PT -symmetric po-
tentials, connected in series as well as in parallel. We derive a general transfer matrix formalism
for parallel coupled quantum scatterers, and apply that theory to demonstrate that the spectral
singularities and PT -symmetric transitions of single scattering cells may be observed in coupled
systems, at the same or distinct values of the critical parameters, depending on the connection
modes under which the scattering objects are coupled. We analyse the influences of the connec-
tion configuration on the related transport properties such as spectral singularities and anisotropic
transmission resonances.
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Introduction. Scattering properties in one-dimensional non-Hermitian potentials have re-
ceived considerable attention recently[1-9]. It has been shown that PT -symmetric quantum
systems may exhibit symmetry-breaking transitions, from a real to a complex eigenvalues.[6-
9], as the control parameter crossing the critical values. Due to the equivalent structure
between the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and the paraxial electromagnetic wave
equation, some remarkable experimental realizations of such PT -symmetric transitions have
been reported[2-5]. In one-dimensional PT -symmetric photonic heterostructures many ap-
pealing scattering features have been found, such as the anisotropic transmission resonances,
the coherent perfect absorber laser, and unidirectional invisibility[8-11]. More recently the
effects of quantum interference on the critical behavior of PT -symmetric potentials has
been investigated in the context of tight-binding theory, where interesting phenomena like
unidirectional perfect absorber, have been reported, based on the Aharonov-Bohm interfer-
ometer[12].
It is obvious that much richer quantum-interference induced scattering phenomena may
be found in coupled PT -symmetric systems, particularly in parallel connected potentials.
For serially coupled one-dimensional, the transfer matrix provides a powerful means to study
the transport properties[13-15]. It has been shown that in a one-dimensional potential con-
sisting of N identical cells the transmission and reflection amplitudes of the N -cell coupled
system can be expressed in terms of the single-cell amplitudes and the Bloch phase, in a
quite transparent manner[15]. On the other hand, for parallel connected systems, the scat-
tering matrix method is usually employed for the two parallel coupled scatterers, as is well
illustrated in the so-called Aharonov-Bohm quantum ring[16-20]. The tight-binding theory
is another important approach, where the continuous physical space is approximated by
discrete, connected sites. By its design this method provides a remarkable flexibility when
used to study quantum transport on complex networks[21,22].
The purposes of this Letter is first to derive a general transparent 2× 2 transfer matrix
formalism for quantum transport of N one-dimensional arbitrary scattering cells, connected
in parallel. This approach allows a transparent, closed-form expression of the transmission
and reflection amplitudes as a function of the single-cell parameters. And secondly we apply
our theory, together with the existing the transfer matrix formalism for one-dimensional
serially coupled systems, to the studies of coupled PT -symmetric scatterers. For conve-
nience of demonstration we focus only on the N identical PT -symmetric potential, and give
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a general result without going into the details of model systems. We show that the coupled
PT -symmetric system may exhibit the characteristic spectral singularity and phase transi-
tion at the same or distinct critical points of the single-system control parameters,subject
to the coupling configurations. In general, the similar transition patterns are observed para
other parameter values, determined by both PT -symmetric scattering potentials as well
as the coupling mechanism. As a final conclusion we emphasize that our formalism may
be regarded as recurrent relation if the individual scattering cell is considered as one level
less scattering compound, and thus may apply to scalable scattering systems, like the glued
N-ary Cayley trees[23].
Transfer matrix of parallel connection. To better illustrate our idea we consider N phys-
ical transport channels that all their left ends are joined together at the joint site O and
all their right ends at the merging point O′. We denote by ψ the wave function of the one
dimensional Schrodinger equation, on the left lead, and φ the wave function on the right
lead. More specifically, we have
ψ = Aeikx +Be−ik
′xψ(x), φ = Ceiqx +De−iq
′x
and on each branch we define
ψj = Aje
ikjx +Bje
−ik′
j
x, φj = Cje
iqjx +De−iq
′
j
x.
Here we have include the position-dependent effective mass which is assumed to be piecewise
constant on each branch. We denote the mass on the j-th branch by mj . The derivatives of
the wave functions are given by
1
mj
ψ′j =
ikj
mj
Aje
ikjx −
ik′j
mj
Bje
−ik′
j
x,
For convenience we further assume that
uj = Aje
ikjx, vj = Bje
−ik′jx
and
u′j = Cje
iqjx, v′j = Dje
−iq′
j
x,
with the above definitions the generalized Robin boundary condition at the vertex O can be
written in terms of uj and vj , as follows
ui + vi = uj + vj = u+ v, i, j = 1, 2, ..., N (1)
3
αu− βv =
N∑
j=1
(αjuj − βjvj) + γ(u+ v), (2)
where
γ = −i
2V0
~2
, α =
k
m
, β =
k′
m
αj =
kj
mj
, βj =
k′j
mj
From Eqs.(1) and (2) it follows

u
v

 =
N∑
j=1
Qj

uj
vj

 , (3)
where
Qj =
1
N(α + β)

β − γ +Nαj β − γ −Nβj
α+ γ −Nαj α+ γ +Nβj

 (4)
Similarly, we have, at the contact point O′,

u′
v′

 =
N∑
j=1
Q′j

u′j
v′j

 , (5)
with
Q′j =
1
N(α′ + β ′)

β ′ + γ′ +Nα′j β ′ + γ −Nβ ′j
α′ − γ′ −Nα′j α
′ − γ′ +Nβ ′j

 (6)
where
γ′ = −i
2V ′0
~2
, α′ =
q
m′
, β ′ =
q′
m′
α′j =
qj
m′j
, β ′j =
q′j
m′j
To establish the relations between wave functions on different channels, we make us of
the continuity condition of wave functions at O and O′, which read
ui + vi = uj + vj , i, j = 1, 2, ..., N (7)
u′i + v
′
i = u
′
j + v
′
j , i, j = 1, 2, ..., N (8)
Note that on the i-th branch, the wave functions at two joining points are related by

ui
vi

 =Mi

u′i
v′i

 =

mi1,1 mi1,2
mi2,1 m
i
2,2



u′i
v′i

 , (9)
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For standard transfer matrix we have Di = Det(Mi) = 1, but in general the inverse of Mi
can be written as
M−1i =
1
Di

 mi2,2 −mi1,2
−mi2,1 m
i
1,1

 ,
Using the transfer matrices of the single scatterers we can express the wave functions u′i
and v′i in terms of ui and vi in Eqs(7) and (8). Thus we obtain the relation that links the
amplitudes on the i-th and j-th channel,

ui
vi

 = Li,j

uj
vj

 (10)
where
Li,j =
1
Di
1
mi1,1 −m
i
1,2 +m
i
2,1 −m
i
2,2

 mi1,1 −mi1,2 +mj2,1 −mj2,2 mi1,1 −mi1,2 −mj1,1 +mj1,2
−mi2,2 +m
i
2,1 +m
j
2,2 −m
j
2,1 −m
i
2,2 +m
i
2,1 +m
j
1,1 −m
j
1,2


Substituting Eq.(10) into (3) we obtain the following relation which connects the wave
function on the left lead to the amplitudes of an arbitrary channel j, through the point O,

u
v

 =
N∑
i=1
QiLi,j

uj
vj

 (11)
To emphasize the N to 1 reduction onto the effective single-channel transport, let us
choose a specific channel as our reference path, for example, j = s, then we have

u
v

 = Ts

us
vs

 (12)
where
Ts =
N∑
j=1
QjLj,s. (13)
Following the same procedure, one finds,

u′
v′

 = T ′s

u′s
v′s

 (14)
with
T ′s =
N∑
j=1
Q′jL
′
j,s. (15)
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Put together Eqs.(13)-(15) we obtain the transfer matrix for an array of scatterers coupled
in parallel,
M = TsMsT
′−1
s (16)
Eq.(16) is our main result. Here the matrices Ts and T
′
s represent the effects of the junctions
O and O′, determined by the coupling structure and the transfer matrices of all single
scattering cells in between the two joining points. It is an 2 × 2 matrix equation with
a transparent explanation, and much readily dealt with in both analytical and numerical
calculations. This result is derived for a variety of junction potentials and scattering modes
of individual one-dimensional localized potentials that are connected in parallel. Though an
analytical solution can be achieved, the detailed computation may, in some cases, be rather
lengthy and tedious, for arbitrary single scattering cells. As a straightforward illustration we
re-consider the calculation of the transmission and reflection amplitudes for Aharonov-Bohm
ring. With the notions used in Ref.[20], we have
k =
√
2mE
~2
, k1 = k +
eΦ
~cL
, k2 = k −
eΦ
~cL
.
Here Φ is the magnetic flux and L is the ring round length. Assume that N = 2,
α = α′ = 0, and L = L1 + L2. After some algebra we obtain,
M2,2 =
∆1
8(eik2L1 + eik1L2 − e−ik1L1 − e−ikL2L2)
(17)
M2,1 =
∆2
8(eik2L1 + eik1L2 − e−ik1L1 − e−ikL2L2)
(18)
where
∆1 = −9e
ik2L1+ik1L2−e−ik1L1−ikL2L2+4e−ik2L2+ik1L2+4e−ik1L1+ik2L1+e−ik2L2+ik2L1+e−ik1L1+ik1L2
∆2 = 3e
−ik1L1−ikL2L2+3eik1L2+ikL2L1−4e−ik1L1+ik2L1−4e−ik2L2+ik1L2+e−ik1L1+ik1L2+e−ik2L2+ik2L1
The above results are slightly different in transmission and reflection amplitudes than those
in Ref.[20], but under the condition L1 = L2 = L/2, we obtain the same transmittance:
|T |2 = (
1
M2,2
)2 =
64
∆2
(1− cos(kL))(1 + cos(ψ)), (19)
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with ψ = −eΦ/~c.
Coupled PT -symmetric scatterers. Now we analyse the quantum transport of N identical
PT -symmetric scatterers connected in parallel. In this case, the identical scatterers are
characterized by same single channel transfer matricesMi =Mj , which yields Li,j = L
′
i,j = I.
We assume that the contact potentials are vanishing at the the vertices O and O′, considering
them as the simple splitting and converting tunnels. For the same wave vectors on the two
external leads and on each of the internal channels, that is, βj = β = β
′
j = β
′, we obtain
Ts = T
′
s =
1
2

 N + 1 −(N − 1)
−(N − 1) N + 1

 (20)
As an interesting example we consider transport properties of one-dimensional PT -symmetric
localized potentials. Using the the following parameterized transfer matrix,
m =

 a∗ ib
−ic a

 , (21)
where m1,1 = a∗, m1,2 = −ib, m2,1 = ic and m2,2 = a. The PT -symmetry imposes
the constraints on the transfer matrix: m2,2(ω) = m
∗
1,1(ω
∗), m1,2(ω) = −m
∗
1,2(ω
∗) and
m2,1(ω) = −m
∗
2,1(ω
∗). The scattering matrix related to the transfer matrix (21) is given by
s =
1
a

ib 1
1 ic

 , (22)
Denoted by λ± the eigenvalues of the S matrix, it follows that
λ± =
i
2a
[(b+ c)±
√
(b− c)2 − 4]
From the eigenvalues of the S matrix one finds that λ+λ− = −|a|
2/a2. The PT symmetry
is broken whenever |λ+|/|λ−| > 1. The exceptional points are defined by b − c = ±2, at
which the eigenvalues of the S matrix bifurcate. The spectral singularity is signatured by
m2,2 = 0. As pointed in [8,9], in optical medium the zeros of m2,2 may be related to coherent
perfect absorber (CPA) or PT laser, subject to the characteristic of the injected fields.
Inserting Eqs.(20) and (21) into (16) we obtain the transfer matrix of the whole parallel
connected system. Its matrix elements are given by
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M1,1 =
1
4N
[(N + 1)2a∗ + i(N2 − 1)(b+ c)− (N − 1)2a]
M1,2 =
1
4N
[(N2 − 1)a∗ + i[(N + 1)2b+ (N − 1)2c]− (N2 − 1)a]
M2,1 =
1
4N
[−(N2 − 1)a∗ − i[(N − 1)2b+ (N + 1)2c] + (N2 − 1)a] (23)
M2,2 =
1
4N
[−(N − 1)2a∗ − i(N2 − 1)(b+ c) + (N + 1)2a]
It is readily verified that det(M) = 1. Introducing M1,1 = a
∗
N , M1,2 = −ibN , M2,1 = icN
andM2,2 = aN we find that bN−cN = −(b−c). Therefore the exceptional points occurs at the
same parameter value for both single and parallel coupled systems, indicating the resonance
properties of the single scatterer is translated to the coupled system. This finding reveals that
the PT symmetry is shared by the single scatterers and their parallel coupled compound,
and the PT symmetry breaking is related only to the PT -symmetric features of scattering
potentials, as will be confirmed later, by serially coupled PT -symmetric potentials.
Now let us examine the spectral singularities, which are given by M2,2(ωc) = 0 (the
threshold for self-oscillation laser) and M1,1(ωc) = 0 (the perfect absorber). Here ω is the
control parameter of the PT -symmetric potential, and ωc represents the critical value of the
control parameter for PT symmetry breaking. From (23) it follows that the critical value of
the control parameter is different than that of the single scattering cell, the PT -symmetry
breaking of the coupled system occurs at some ω = ωN 6= ωc, such that
N + 1
N − 1
=
i
2a
[(b+ c)±
√
(b− c)2 − 4] (24)
This result shows that the broken PT -symmetric phase may be induced by parallel coupling
mode, in otherwise PT -symmetric regimes of the single systems.
Now we look at the serially coupled PT -symmetric scatterers. The transfer matrix M of
N identical scattering cells, coupled in series, is described in terms of the single-cell transfer
matrix m by
M =
1
sin(φ)
[m sin(Nφ)− sin((N − 1)φ)] (25)
where the Bloch phase φ is given by Tr(m) = 2 cos(φ). First we note immediately that
M1,2 = m1,2 sin(Nφ)/ sin(φ) and M2,1 = m2,1 sin(Nφ)/ sin(φ), so that the exceptional points
of the coupled system are given by b − c = ±2 sin(φ)/ sin(Nφ). Since the Block phase φ is
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related to the details of the scattering potential, the parameter critical value for PT symme-
try breaking transition of the coupled scatterers is different than that of the individual one.
It otherwise indicates that the single scattering cells may live in different phases in compar-
ison with their coupled counterpart. Now let us analyse the spectral singularity of serially
coupled PT -symmetric potentials. From Eq.(25)it follows that the singularities resulting
from M2,2 = 0 is given by m2,2 = sin((N − 1)φ)/ sin(Nφ). If the Bloch phase is chosen to be
φ = pi/(N−1), the spectral singularities and the PT symmetry breaking transition occur at
the same parameter value for both the single cells and the serially connected such scattering
units.
To be more specific, let us study the scattering properties of coupled PT -synthetic Bragg
scatterers[9]. The PT -symmetric Bragg structure is defined by the refractive index distribu-
tion n(z) = n0+n1 cos(2βz)+ in2 sin(2βz) for |z| < L/2. Here β is the grating number, k is
the free propagation wave number. That is, it is assumed that the electric field is expressed by
E(z) = Efe
ikz+Ebe
−ikz, outside the scattering region, while E(z) = Efe
i(δ+k)z+Ebe
−i(δ+k)z ,
inside the Bragg structure. δ = β− k is the detuning. Near the Bragg point, i.e., δ ≈ 0, the
transfer matrix can be written as[Lin]
m =
1
λ

λ cos(λL)− iδ sin(λL) in1+n22n0 k sin(λL)
−in1−n2
2n0
k sin(λL) λ cos(λL) + iδ sin(λL)

 , (26)
As reported in Ref.[9], the Bragg structure exhibits a spontaneous PT -symmetry breaking
transition and unidirectional invisibility at n1 = n2, corresponding to m2,1 = 0 in the
description of transfer matrix. It is interesting to see that, for N PT -symmetric Bragg
scatterers connected in parallel, M2,1 = 0 results in
n2 =
N2 − 1
N
n0δ
k
+
N2 + 1
2N
n1 (27)
while for n1 = n2, it reduces to that n2 = 2n0δ(N + 1)/k(N − 1). This shows that the
exceptional points are modified by the parallel coupling. In the case of n1 = n2, the coupling
imposes additional constraints n1 = n2 = 2n0δ(N + 1)/k(N − 1). On the other hand,
there exist new possibilities for PT -symmetry breaking transition, induced by the parallel
connections, as is indicated by (29). More detailed discussion will be presented in a separate
work.
We turn to the case of the serial connection, where the relations between the transfer
matrix of the coupled structures and those of the single units are given by (26) and (27).
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It is remarkable that the Bloch phase φ = λL + 2npi with n = 0,±1,±2, ..., as a result of
Tr(m) = 2 cos(φ). From (27) it follows immediately that M2,1 = 0 whenever m2,1 = 0.This
implies that all exceptional points of the single Bragg structures are also the phase transition
points for the coupled one. In addition, new spontaneous PT -symmetry breaking transition
occurs at φ = mpi/N for m = 0,±1,±2, ..., which is well-known characteristic of one-
dimensional periodic potentials.
Conclusion. We derive an transfer matrix approach for quantum transport through par-
allel connected one-dimensional scattering cells. An exact, closed-form expression for the
transfer matrix of N identical scatterers in parallel is given. We report some novel scattering
properties of coupled PT -symmetric potentials. It is shown that the spectral singularities
and PT -symmetry breaking transition may be induced by different coupling modes. Those
coupling induced features may result from the individual constituent single scatterers, as in
the case of serial connection patterns, and may be at totally distinct parameter values than
the critical regime of the scattering units. It is worthwhile pointing out that as a recurrence
relation, our transfer matrix formalism can be readily applied to the quantum transport on
a glued n-ary Carley trees, and other scalable structures of scattering objects.
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